Spanish Protests Lose Their Way
The popular protests across Spain gave voice to national indignation over the
political/economic system, but the result of regional elections was only to
shift power from the Socialists to the center-right Partido Popular. Spanish
writer Pablo Ouziel says that outcome should prompt some self-reflection among
radical groups that seized control of the uprising.
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In Spain, the elections have come and gone, with the squares full of thousands
of people continuing with their shouts of indignation, but so far they have not
been heard.
The PSOE, the political party of President Jose Luis Rodriguez Zapatero’s ruling
socialist government, has taken a beating, but the formal democracy in which we
live has not changed for the better.
The center-right Partido Popular has taken control of much of the country.
What this means, according to most market analysts, is that as the new
administrations take over regional and local governments, previously undeclared
debt will surface making Spain’s economic reality much more dire than what has
been estimated to date.
The post-election week has already begun as a sober reminder of the economic
tsunami engulfing the country. The bond market has already punished Spain for
the “indignados” movement and for the election defeat of the ruling party.
The stock market has also reflected doubts about the country’s austerity
measures, and the privatization of national corporations has continued with the
announcement of the privatizing of the national lottery and a couple of the
country’s airports.
In addition, the center-right Partido Popular has made repeated calls for an
early general election, which it is poised to win.
Therefore, it is not naive to state that so far the popular uprising has helped
consolidate the center-right as the voters’ choice for spearheading the
country’s return to economic growth.
According to the Partido Popular’s political program, economic growth will be
achieved by cutting corporate taxes, reducing public spending, making the firing

of workers easier, bailing out failing banks, making it harder for immigrants to
stay in the country, and seeking a stable investment environment.
In essence, the choice made by those who opted to vote reflects the opposite
solution to what is being discussed by people in the city squares. This is the
unpleasant reality that those in the squares must reflect upon, if their demands
are to resonate with the rest of the population.
If the “indignados” want to be heard, now it is time for them to listen to the
rest of the country in order to propose a truly constructive program with which
the majority of the population can identify.
In other words, we must move from this moment of indignation to a postindignation space in which “responsibility” becomes the mantra that citizens
embrace.
Spain’s popular uprising, with citizens camped in city squares across the
country, has prompted comments about a much anticipated “European summer” of
discontent in which the people of Europe follow the example set by Arab streets
and take their turn in demanding democracy, justice and peace.
Some commentary on the Internet has even begun to point to the possibility of a
“North American fall” following on the heels of this uprising for change in
Europe.
But rather than predicting what might happen in North America, this is a time
for reflection and critique of what started in Spain and what such a popular
movement will face in coming months.
I have personally camped in the city squares and listened to the proposals made
by the committees that have hijacked the movement.
What started as a call for electoral reform and the punishing of political and
economic corruption a call that indeed attracted thousands of people to the city
squares has quickly metamorphosed into some kind of Bolshevik-like political
project led by the country’s squatter movement.
Although to those observing from the outside the calls for nonviolence and
participatory democracy coming from the microphones of the committees seem to
point to a truly revolutionary change, a close look from within the squares
reveals that those calls are as empty as the calls for change we are used to
hearing from the country’s politicians.
It is my opinion that this hijacking of a truly democratic uprising inspired by
a general indignation and glued together through solidarity has already caused

great damage to this spontaneous call for change.
Of course, it is difficult to put forth clear proposals when thousands of people
find themselves on the streets.
It is obvious that in such situations groups with organizing capacity are going
to take charge in the steering of the movement, but just because a group has the
ability to organize meals, public toilets, and speaking engagements in a public
square, it does not mean it has the ability to direct the discontent of a mass
of people.
Sadly, those who called for the squares to be filled do not seem to understand
this, and their mistake, I think, has already begun to demobilize those whose
indignation is not only aimed at the actions of politicians and bankers, but is
also aimed at the actions of the committees taking control of the squares.
Hopefully, these committees will realize that the best option for the movement
today is for them to turn the microphones away from themselves and hand them
down to those filling the squares asking for some form of real democracy.
Unless one thinks that the calls of indignation are going to be met by a centerright government, it seems apparent that indignation itself is not salvaging
Spain.
Therefore, if we the people in the squares are to gain true democracy while
avoid having the International Monetary Fund “salvage” our country through a
Greek-style bailout and its subsequent debt restructuring, we must act
responsibly and acknowledge that we need the majority of the country to rally
behind our calls for change.
This only seems possible, once we critique our own actions, correct our
mistakes, and stop proposing utopian ideals through undemocratic means, and
instead offer real solutions through truly participatory democracy.
Pablo Ouziel’s articles and essays are available at pabloouziel.com

Split Cartons Great for Book Clubs
Some readers have told us that our 50/50 split cartons of Secrecy & Privilege

and Neck Deep are great for book clubs, with 14 copies of each book costing only
$59 for the entire box (postage included for U.S. orders), or just over $2 per
book. At that discount price, the full boxes of books (28 paperbacks in all)
make sense, too, for re-sale, for your own fundraiser or as gifts.
And by ordering a box, you can help us whittle down our stockpile of books so we
can close out our warehouse space and save nearly $200 each month.
If a full box doesn’t make sense for you, we also are continuing our special
offer of the two-book set Secrecy & Privilege and Neck Deep both for only $19,
again with postage included for U.S. orders. (Add $10 for non-U.S. orders for
the two books.)
You can place your order:
–By credit card (Mastercard/Visa) by going to the Consortiumnews.com’s donation
site and putting in a $59 charge (for the full box) or $19 (for the two-book
order).
Please follow up with an e-mail to consortnew@aol.com to give us your mailing
address. Otherwise, we’ll assume your billing and mailing address are the same.
Also, if you don’t want the 50/50 split on the full carton of books, you can ask
us to substitute either a full box of 28 copies of either Secrecy & Privilege or
Neck Deep in paperback, or a box of 24 hard-cover copies of Neck Deep.
–By check made out to The Media Consortium; Suite 102-231; 2200 Wilson Blvd.;
Arlington, VA 22201.
–By PayPal, make a payment to our account, which is named after our e-mail
address: “consortnew@aol.com” (Please include your mailing address in the PayPal
message.)
The two books — Secrecy & Privilege and Neck Deep — contain important history
about the recent era. For instance,
—Secrecy & Privilege by Robert Parry explains how George H.W. Bush rose to power
through his service to Richard Nixon during the Watergate scandal; describes
Bush’s bloody year as chief of the CIA; and exposes his secret effort to
undermine President Jimmy Carter’s Iran-hostage talks in 1980.
—Neck Deep by Robert, Sam and Nat Parry takes this remarkable story of the Bush
Family’s rise forward to George W. Bush seizing the highest office in land with
the help of the Right’s powerful propaganda machinery and Republican political
cronies on the U.S. Supreme Court.

These solidly reported histories should be part of every library. You can help
by getting a set for yourself, a friend or a public or school library or your
book club.
Thanks for your help.
Robert Parry

Wall Street Was ‘Too Big to Jail’
HBO’s new docudrama on the Wall Street crash of 2008 details the frantic government efforts
to stabilize the banking system and stave off a global depression, but the program misses the
systemic fraud and other crimes that were at the heart of the crisis, Danny Schechter writes
in this guest essay.
By Danny Schechter
May 24, 2011
This week the financial crisis finally went prime time in the form of a big budget HBO
docudrama called “Too Big To Fail.”
It was a well-acted docudrama focused on the BIG Men and some women in the banks and in
government who tried to put Humpty Dumpty back together again to prevent a total economic
collapse when panic dried up credit and financial institutions faced failure.
Based on the work of a New York Times reporter, it offered a skillfully made but conventional
narrative which, like most TV shows, showcase events but miss their deeper context and
background.
We heard all the explanations, save one.
The docudrama referenced the greed, ambition, ego and money lust. There were personal
rivalries and ideological battles, parochial agendas and narrow self-interest. There was
panic on THE Street and in the halls of mighty institutions.
In many ways, the program recycled the official narrative and made it compelling viewing. In
the end, everyone was to blame, so no one was to blame.
BUT … what was missing was any notion of intentionality and premeditation, almost no mention
of systemic fraud and CRIME. That one word sums up what really happened for those millions of
Americans who have lost jobs and homes.
We never saw victims or felt their pain and bewilderment. We were never shown how a shadow
banking system emerged or how the finance industry worked with counterparts in finance and
insurance to transfer wealth from the poor and middle class to the superrich,

When I was but a precocious lad, my elementary school encouraged students to take out a
savings account at the nearby Dime Bank in the Bronx. We were each given a bankbook and
taught to put in fifty cents a week to show us how to build wealth by being thrifty.
It was with a sense of pride that I watched my balance grow.
It may have been peanuts in the scheme of things, but to me, at the time, it was the way to
plan for the future.
I also watched TV glamorize the bank robbing antics of a man named Willie Sutton who staged
jail breaks wearing masks and costumes. When he was asked why he robbed banks, he responded
famously, “That’s where the money is.”
And it still is except in our era, it is the banks that are robbing us.
That’s because what’s now called the “financial services sector” has gone from about 30
percent of our economy to over 60 percent. Through a process called financialization, they
have transformed how all business is done.
Making money from money soon began to surpass making money from making things. What we were
never warned about was the danger of getting too deeply in debt or how the economy was
shifting from production to consumption.
Private equity, credit swaps, derivative deals and collateralized debt obligations soon drove
the economy. Markets became captives of high performance trading by powerful computers.
When Wall Street became the defacto capital of the country, the bankers accrued more power
than the politicians who they bought up with impunity. Wall Street’s lobbying power
deregulated the economy and decriminalized the bankers’ activities.
Wall Street killed many of the reforms enacted during the New Deal designed to protect the
public. The bankers built a shadow (and shadowy) banking system beyond the reach of the law.
And now, here we are, in 2011, five years after the meltdown of 2007, four years after the
crash of 2008 and the passage of the TARP bailout that pumped money into the banks’
treasuries at taxpayer expense.
Since then, there has been a steady parade of ugly scandals and the unseemly disclosures.
Every week, more banks close, consolidate or run into problems with regulators.
Take “my” old bank in the Bronx. It has been through as many changes as I have. A website on
bank histories runs it down:
Dime Savings Bank of New York, The
04/12/1859 NYS Chartered Dime Savings Bank of Brooklyn
09/10/1930 Acquire By Merger Navy Savings Bank
06/30/1970 Name Change To Dime Savings Bank of New York, The
09/30/1979 Acquire By Merger Mechanics Exchange Savings Bank

07/01/1980 Acquire By Merger First Federal S & L Assoc. of Port Washington
08/01/1981 Acquire By Merger Union Savings Bank of New York
06/23/1983 Convert Federal Dime Savings Bank of NY, FSB
01/07/2002 Purchased By Washington Mutual Inc.
01/07/2002 Name Change To Washington Mutual Bank
And then, of course, some years later, Washington Mutual itself went bust and was bought up
for a song by JP Morgan Chase. Here are some of the latest headlines about the bank now known
as WAMU,
WaMu agrees on post-bankruptcy control — reportâ€Ž – Reuters
WaMu, Shareholders, Biggest Creditors Said to Settle …â€Ž -Bloomberg
WaMu shareholders are offered $25M-plus to drop claims
On the day I wrote this commentary, the New York Times reported:“The nation’s biggest banks
and mortgage lenders have steadily amassed real estate empires, acquiring a glut of
foreclosed homes that threatens to deepen the housing slump and create a further drag on the
economic recovery.
“All told, they own more than 872,000 homes as a result of the groundswell in foreclosures,
almost twice as many as when the financial crisis began in 2007, according to RealtyTrac.”
And to whom does the Times turn for expertise on the subject, but a key former operative at
Washington Mutual who was with the bank in the go-go era of shoveling out subprime mortgages?
Now, he gives advice on risk management:
“These shops are under siege; it’s just a tsunami of stuff coming in,” said Taj Bindra, who
oversaw Washington Mutual’s servicing unit from 2004 to 2006 and now advises financial
institutions on risk management.
“Lenders have a strong incentive to clear out inventory in a controlled and timely manner,
but if you had problems on the front end of the foreclosure process, it should be no surprise
you are having problems on the back end.”
People’s homes are now “inventory” to be stockpiled even though that has a negative
cumulative effect on economic recovery of the housing market.
The banks, which are increasingly despised and blamed for their role in engineering the
financial disaster, are now trying to play nice to change their negative image.
Explains the Times, “Conscious of their image, many lenders have recently started telling
real estate agents to be more lenient to renters who happen to live in a foreclosed home and
give them extra time to move out before changing the locks.”
One bank even was offering money for cooperation, the Times reported.
“Wells Fargo has sent me back knocking on doors two or three times, offering to give renters

money if they cooperate with us,” said Claude A. Worrell, a longtime real estate agent from
Minneapolis who specializes in selling bank-owned property. “It’s a lot different than it
used to be.”
So, they are still foreclosing, but with a smile. Is it a “lot different than it used to be”?
Just last month, Huffington Post reported, “Top executives at Washington Mutual actively
boosted sales of high-risk, toxic mortgages in the two years prior to the bank’s collapse in
2008, according to emails published in a wide-ranging Senate report that contradicts previous
public testimony about the meltdown.
“The voluminous, 639-page report on the financial crisis from the Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations singles out Washington Mutual for its decision to champion its
subprime lending business, even as executives privately acknowledged that a housing bubble
was about to burst.”
The truth is that most of the bigger banks have emerged from the financial crisis stronger
than ever, with executives cashing in with higher salaries and bigger bonuses.
That old saying about criminals who “laughed all the way to the bank” has to be revised
because in this case they never left the bank.
More shocking has been the largely passive response by our government and prosecutors. At
last, the Attorney General of New York is said to be investigating but none of the big
bankers has yet gone to jail or suffered significantly for the scams and frauds they
committed.
Most of the state officials who vowed to go after the banks in the absence of aggressive
federal actions have backed down.
So what can “we the people” do? We can do nothing and watch more of what’s left of our wealth
vanish, or we can join others in demanding a “jailout,” not a bailout.
A well-known international banker was just arrested for an alleged sex crime but not one of
possibly thousands have been prosecuted for well documented financial crimes.
Where are the political leaders and activist groups willing to “fight the power” and demand
accountability and transparency on Wall Street?
Why are so many us banking on a financial recovery to bring back jobs and a modicum of
justice created by the very people and institutions responsible for the crisis?
And why didn’t I learn about these dangers when I first discovered the wonderful world of
banking? Isn’t that what schools are for?
News Dissector Danny Schechter directed the film Plunder The Crime of Our Time
(Plunderthecrimeofourtime.com) and wrote a companion book on the financial crisis as a crime
story. Comments to dissector@mediachannel.org

